
The ultimate guide to 



Email marketing is a powerful and cost-effective marketing tool that can help you achieve many of your marketing objectives. Emails can be used to keep
front of mind and nurture relationships with existing customers, drive attendance to events and to promote your products and services.
 
The value of an email subscriber far outweighs the value of the number of Facebook or Instagram followers that your business may amass. This is simply
because you own the email addresses.
 

The Power Of Email
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49% of all emails are opened on mobile devices.
Videos added to your email increase click rates by 300%.
Average expected ROI is $42 for every $1 you spend on email marketing
49% of consumers would like to receive promotional emails from their favourite brands
 



If you haven’t already got a list of email addresses that you are using in your marketing and communications, follow these five simple steps to create one.
 
1. Create an initial list as a spreadsheet
Compile a list of all of the people who have contacted you in the past and provided you with an email address. This spreadsheet can then be uploaded into
specific email marketing software such as Mailchimp.
 
2. Gain permission
For an email list to be compliant with anti-spam law and the recipients engaged in your messaging, it’s important to ensure that people opt-in to your list. To
do this, send an initial email communication to them using spam compliant email software asking if they would like to opt-in to receiving future emails from
your business. Use this email as an opportunity to let them know about the type of information you will send eg. tips, updates, exclusive content, etc. so they
can make an informed decision about what they are singing up for. As with all of you marketing, be sure to let them know what is going to be in these emails
for them!
 
3. Finalise your list of opt-ins
Add all of the people that opt-in to your email subscription list to your final database and upload this to your chosen email software.
 
4.Continue to build your list
Set up a process that allows your customers to opt-in to receive your emails and update your lists before sending each of your emails.
 
5. Segment your subscriber list
You may want to consider segmenting your email subscribers into groups that reflect your specific target audiences and different programs. You can easily
segment email lists in email software by tagging peoples profiles with specific keywords.

1) How To Create An Email Database
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Your initial list is likely to consist of your existing customers and previous enquiries, friends and family. Ideally we also want to include prospect customers,
so after building your initial list we can continue to add to this by doing the following;
 
1. Include a pop-up on your website
Leverage the traffic that visits your website by including a prominent pop-up call to action for visitors to subscribe to your email list. See page 5 & 6 for some
great examples of what to include in your pop-up.
 
2. Regularly invite your social communities to subscribe
Imagine if Facebook and Instagram shut down tomorrow. All of your communities would be lost! While that is an extreme scenario that is unlikely to happen,
while we keep our communities on social media alone, we are subject to how they let us communicate with them. Ideally we want to move all of your super
users across to your email database so that you gain more control over your communications with them. Plus, an engaged email database is a valuable
digital asset should you ever want to sell your business. 
So to move transition your followers over to your email database, every now and again, remind them to subscribe.
 
3. Collect email addresses at your events
This old chestnut dates back to collecting business cards in the jar as your guests arrived for your event! These days, you may collect email addresses via e-
registration to your event. Just be sure to include an opt-in to receive your email marketing on their event registration.
 
4. Use Facebook's Lead Generation Advertising to gain subscribers from Facebook
Facebook lead ads makes collecting email addresses easy, provided you give people a good enough reason to sign up. With a lead generation ad, people can
simply tap your ad and a form pops up – it's already pre-populated with their Facebook contact information and ready to be sent directly to you. 

2) How To Continue To Build Your Email Database
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These are two pop ups are great examples of pop-ups as they very clearly give you a reason for signing up.
I.e, by signing up to their email, you will be the first to know about events or offers, Or you will receive
exclusive content. 
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You may want to offer people something in exchange for their email such as
an e-guide or a special offer. 

Or as an alternative to asking them to subscribe to your email, you can
include a pop up to get them to listen to your podcast. If you are including a
call to action to sign up to your email in your podcasts, they may sign up from
there.

Add a little bit of body text
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In order for your email marketing to generate successful outcomes it is essential that you create relevant, engaging, educational, entertaining emails that are sent with a
thoughtful delivery schedule. Here are five ways to ensure that you engage your tribe with your email marketing.
 
#1 Know your tribe
If you have a good understanding of who your tribe are and what they are interested in you stand a good chance of creating content that will engage them.
 
#2 Add value
People won’t open your emails if there is nothing in it for them. As a business your objective is for your readers to buy from you. However, if we design an email that screams ‘buy
from me as I need to earn money’ your readers will ignore you. On the other hand, if you can curate a range of programs and products that will genuinely interest your readers and
then demonstrate how these programs and products will help make your readers life way more awesome than it is now, you will guarantee yourself more click-throughs than
deletes.
 
#3 Be considerate of your send schedule
Don’t bombard people, it’s annoying. What’s considered a bombardment? Well that will depend on your product / service and your target audience’s appetite for it. This is where
you will need to test and measure a bit to establish the right formula.
 
#4 Customise
Use your readers first name as much as possible. Not so that it’s creepy, but so that it appears that you are writing just to them. Using someone’s first name in the email subject
can be super effective. A 2015 study by Experian Marketing Services found that email subject lines that were personalised by including a name boosted open rates by 29.3%.
 
#5 Use visuals
Humans process visuals a lot faster than words. Our attention span is pretty limited these days as well. So if your picture can tell a thousand words – use that instead of your 1,000
words! If you use an email software such as Mailchimp, you will also be able to embed videos directly into your email message. Adding the odd emoji always adds a bit of fun in the
subject line.

3) How To Create Emails That Engage & Convert
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